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Spirit Fitness Commercial CU1000ENT Phantom Ergometer  
 

The SPIRIT 1000 Commercial Fitness
series is the flagship with outstanding
design, precise workmanship and
impressive quality with unique reliability for
every training room - whether a weight
room in a home sports club, a fitness room
for hotels or companies or even an entire
fitness center. The CU1000ENT Phantom
ergometer comes with the latest
touchscreen technology and offers a
unique training experience. The
CU1000ENT Phantom ergometer comes
with the latest touchscreen technology and
offers a unique training experience. The
CU1000ENT Phantom ergometer is
equipped with an impressive, crystal-clear
39.6cm TFT touchscreen display which is
user-friendly and intuitive to operate. Full
of entertainment options from pre-
programmed apps to mirror casting from
the user's device and direct connection
with HDMI. The ergometer is robustly
constructed and equipped with high quality
components to withstand the rigors of
constant use and has a durable drive
system. 

 CHF 6'490.00  
      

      

The CU1000ENT ergometer from Spirit Fitness is a stationary club bike for cardiovascular training.
Cycling on an ergometer provides a continuous workout without joint and weight loading, engaging the
major muscle groups of the lower body and providing cardio training benefits such as improved
endurance, weight loss and fat burning. The CU1000ENT offers features that provide the user with a
precise fit and function as well as a clear and intuitive console for power measurement. The seat height
can be securely locked and adjusted in stepless increments, while the molded handlebars offer
maximum comfort. Pedal movement is smooth and consistent with industrial roller bearings and a 2.5cm
crank axle.
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The 39.6cm touchscreen lets you surf and stream through strange worlds while working on your fitness.
Easily access selected websites and online apps such as YouTube, Facebook and Twitter on the
touchscreen via the internet or mirror your smart phone. 

Features:

mains-powered EMS magnetic brake system
Flywheel mass approx. 14kg with 12:1 transmission ratio
Training computer with 39.6 cm HD 1080P touchscreen - in tablet design with an intuitive layout
for easy navigation
wireless screen mirroring - display your smartphone on the touchscreen - stream Apple or
Android devices directly to the 39.6cm touchscreen via a simple screen mirroring function so you
can watch videos or interact with your favorite apps
Streaming, social media and news APP - pre-installed APPS (subject to change): Netflix,
YouTube, Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Hulu, iHeartRadio, Spotify, ESPN, CNN, BBC, Weather
WiFi compatible - easy access to selected websites and online apps on the touchscreen via the
Internet
Bluetooth FTMS for APP connection and connection to Bluetooth-compatible chest strap,
headphones, speakers
USB port for charging function and software update
HDMI
NFC login to Spirit APP
Console display of distance, steps, watts, resistance level, cadence, calories, calories per hour,
heart rate, lap counter
the bright screen shows all relevant information displayed during the workout and a summary of
the collected data is displayed when the workout is finished
40 electronically adjustable resistance levels
Programs: Manual, Hill, Fat Burn, Cardio, HIIT, Strength, Interval, Custom, 2 Heart Rate, Watts,
Fitness Test
Telemetric heart rate measurement (integrated pulse receiver)
Hand pulse sensors embedded in the handlebars of the ergometer
Vertical, infinitely variable seat adjustment options
self-righting, large pedals with quick-release fastener
pedals inclined inwards by 2° - recent sports science studies show that an inclination of the feet
inwards by 2° promotes optimum muscle and ligament activity. These findings have been
incorporated into the development of the CU900ENT and the inclination of the pedals has also
been implemented
self-righting belt pedals
transport rollers
Water bottle holder
Tablet-friendly reading tray
extra-wide 8-groove poly-V belt with spring-loaded tension pulley for lower belt tension and
longer belt and bearing life
Large crank axle with a diameter of 2.5 cm
Steel frame - double epoxy hybrid coating for robust and stable steel
Heavy-duty roller bearings for maximum stability and training safety
Color: Graphite grey

Application: home to commercial use, payload: approx. 205kg
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Equipment dimensions: L121 x W63 x H139.7cm, weight 65kg
Accessories: integrated receiver for chest strap transmitter, hand pulse sensors
Option: pulse transmitter belt
Warranty: 2-year full warranty

SPIRIT FITNESS APP
The new SPIRIT FIT APP has been developed to monitor and record training data with all devices in the
SPIRIT 1000ENT series. It includes an integrated Bluetooth 4.0 module* that is compatible with most
iOS and Android mobile devices. Simply download the SPIRITFIT APP, set up an account and pair it
with the SPIRIT 1000ENT device to track, design and set training plans. All personal profile and training
data is stored on the mobile device. You can now view your training profile on your mobile device while
training. You can also watch a movie, read messages or check emails while the SPIRITFIT APP
continues to record your training data in the background. The SPIRITFIT APP also communicates with
FitBit, iHealth, Record, MapmyFitness, Twitter, Facebook and other open source training apps, so you
can continue to use the fitness apps you know and keep all your training history in one safe place.
* Currently compatible with all 1000ENT series

SPIRIT APP on Google Play
SPIRIT APP on the App Store

Brake system: electronically controlled magnetic brake system
Current-dependent: Yes
Horizontal seat adjustment: No
Handlebar adjustable: No
Resistance levels: 40
Training computer: 25.6 cm touch screen display
Displayed values: Distance, steps, watts, resistance level, cadence, calories, calories per hour, heart
rate, lap counter
Training programs: 9
Pulse-controlled programs: 1
User-defined programs: keine
Hand pulse sensors: Yes
Pulse receiver: Bluetooth
Multimedia: Bluetooth interface, internet connection, entertainment APP's, TV compatible, water bottle
holder, tablet holder.
Accessories: integrated receiver for chest strap transmitter
Options: Bluetooth transmitter belt, floor protection mat
Dimensions (length / width / height): L 121 x W 63 x H 139.7 cm
Device weight: 65 kg
Payload: approx. 204 kg
Insert: Heinbereich bis kommerzieller Dauereinsatz
Warranty: 2 years complete warranty
Features: 8 groove poly V belt, large crank axle, epoxy hybrid coating, heavy duty roller bearings,
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